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CB (ChemBuster) in Geneva:
Report about the installation of a Chembuster in Geneva
by Evelyne Mara Gaillard

The sky over Geneva was milky over a two to three day - although
the layer is much less dense than was last year. It is true that in
Autumn there is much fog. However, yesterday, Wednesday
December 14th 2005, the CB installed in July was replaced
towards 12h30 by a larger CB - whose base was about fifteen
litres of Orgonite.
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The wind rose at this time... It was 16h30 approximately when I
could look at the sky again. Table cloths of fog frayed and the sun
even appeared a moment. Then I turned back to my business... A
few hours later, it was night and the wind always blew. I went
down to the street and discovered the asterisk clear sky which
opened above the block, with the almost full moon, in the East.
The layer of smog was still visible between two buildings. I did not
go to the edge of the Lake to observe the entire town - but
today, it is sure, the sky will be released.
PS: according to the direction of the clouds, the wind blew about
from East to West, but... The OPENING WIDENED IN ALL THE
DIRECTIONS!...
Experiences:
- Do you know why you do not see what occurs in the sky my
dear?
-...?
- Because they did not show it in the television news...
- It’s not true! The weather forecast always announces the coming
weather I am able to see whether it rains or if there is sun!
- Yes, the forecast speaks about the weather (which it made, that
it makes and that it will make) - and you see when it rains and
when it makes sun. But when do you LOOK at the SKY...?
I do not criticise you: me as well I took time before really looking
at it and discovering the reality proceeded under our eyes - a
reality which we have to reapprehend by ourselves, since nobody
taught it to us in the Occident. You know, "read the Sky" is part
of the training of the children of the children of Indian people
who were trained by their ancestors). INew CB (ChemBuster) In
Geneva:

....
On the same day at 23h15 the sky was blue, blue, BLUE azure all the day. This night, it is quiet, deep blue with small white
“sheep” clouds.Later (Friday 16, 02h37) There are less clouds
than right before. I intended to say this afternoon that the ground
needed water...

....
Excerpt of the booklet :
The ORGONITE, Old and New Technology (p. 22, chapter 6.
"Generators of Orgone")__Link_ http://www.femmemedecine.ch/downloads/brochureorgonite.pdf
"When one installs a Generator in a place whose energy is
unbalanced (house, ground, river...), it starts to filter and
transmute the harmful frequencies/radiations, then generates a
vortex of pure Orgone - of Vital Energy - whose range depends on
the size and/or the power of the device. Description of certain
models below... a) Cloudbuster/Chembuster (CB) - the
"Cloudbusters" of W. Reich and D. Croft are different (see
photographs 2 & 3, page 11) and one calls the CB of Croft rather:
"Chembuster". Its base makes 8 to 9 litres of Orgonite from where
grow 6 or 7 copper pipes; a quartz crystal of good size and bifinished is inserted in each pipe. As soon as a CB is drawn up in a
court, a garden, on a balcony... it regenerates the atmosphere
and the Chemtrails are erased a short time later. "Orgonite put an
end to chronic dryness’s in broad areas of South Africa, the United
States and, more recently, Australia. The media do not speak
about it. Hundreds of CB' S were installed, while a great number
of mobile phone towers, HAARP installations and others were
neutralized. These joint actions produce the same balancing
effects where storms or torrential rains break out. The more there
is of Orgonite in an area, the more the air, the sky and the light
finds their original purity, the more the climate is restored - and
the better the human beings, the animals and the vegetation are
... "

The ChemBuster described here was hand made by :
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